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Strain-related phenomena in GaN thin films
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Photoluminescence~PL!, Raman spectroscopy, and x-ray diffraction are employed to demonstrate the co-
existence of a biaxial and a hydrostatic strain that can be present in GaN thin films. The biaxial strain originates
from growth on lattice-mismatched substrates and from post-growth cooling. An additional hydrostatic strain
is shown to be introduced by the presence of point defects. A consistent description of the experimental results
is derived within the limits of the linear and isotropic elastic theory using a Poisson ration50.2360.06 and a
bulk modulusB5200620 GPa. These isotropic elastic constants help to judge the validity of published
anisotropic elastic constants that vary greatly. Calibration constants for strain-induced shifts of the near-band-
edge PL lines with respect to theE2 Raman mode are given for strain-free, biaxially strained, and hydrostati-
cally contracted or expanded thin films. They allow us to extract differences between hydrostatic and biaxial
stress components if present. In particular, we determine that a biaxial stress of one GPa would shift the
near-band-edge PL lines by 2762 meV and theE2 Raman mode by 4.260.3 cm21 by use of the listed isotropic
elastic constants. It is expected from the analyses that stoichiometric variations in the GaN thin films together
with the design of specific buffer layers can be utilized to strain engineer the material to an extent that greatly
exceeds the possibilities known from other semiconductor systems because of the largely different covalent
radii of the Ga and the N atom.@S0163-1829~96!03148-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years gallium nitride has attracted considera
attention because of the materials potential to fabricate br
UV- and visible-light-emitting diodes, power devices, a
lasers.1–3 Efforts in thin-film growth led to a substantial im
provement in heteroepitaxially grown GaN films.4 Homoepi-
taxy became possible very recently by use of bulk-gro
GaN as a substrate material.5,6 The material’s ability to tol-
erate unusually large extended defect densities~108 cm22

and larger! without deterioration of physical properties su
as the electroluminescence performance, allows for an
precedented technical progress. Details of the underly
physical processes, however, are not yet well understoo

Experimentally, GaN thin films and bulk crystals are o
ten grown under extreme conditions: e.g., bulk GaN is gro
around 1500 °C under a hydrostatic nitrogen pressure of
GPa; molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! growth is performed at
relative low temperatures~;700 °C! to benefit from devia-
tions in a thermodynamic equilibrium; the most common
used substrates for heteroepitaxy are sapphire and SiC
may introduce large strain into the GaN layers because
lattice mismatch of213% and14%, respectively.4 Thus,
strain and deviations from a stoichiometric composition
GaN certainly must be considered in order to understand
material’s properties. Theoretical calculation performed
to now7,8 do not yet account for this fact. They stress, ho
ever, that the native defect formation in GaN is strong
ruled by strain because of the significantly different coval
radii of the Ga and the N atoms.7 Experimentally, large
variations of the lattice parameters were observed and at
uted to the incorporation of impurities and of nonstoich
540163-1829/96/54~24!/17745~9!/$10.00
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metric native defects into the GaN lattice.9 Very recently, a
Ga supersaturation concentration was reported in bulk gro
GaN crystals that may lead to the formation of Ga-rela
defects or defect clusters such as precipitates of varying
or even GaN antisite defects in large concentrations~.1%
locally!.10 Moreover, it was realized that the thermal, biax
strain introduced by different thermal expansion coefficie
of the substrates and the GaN films introduces stresses
can lead to cracking of the brittle material,11 which hardly
allows for plastic deformation. However, the presence of
thermal biaxial strain and the hydrostatic strain induced
point defects are treated up to now as if they are sepa
issues that do not influence each other.

It is the purpose of this paper to point out thecoexistence
of the hydrostatic and the biaxial strain in GaN thin film
The external biaxial strain originates from the growth
lattice mismatched substrates and from the different ther
expansion coefficients of the GaN films and the substra
Point defects introduce an internal hydrostatic strain that
be compressive or expansive depending on the size of
involved atoms. The strain is altered by the presence
buffer layers and of extended defects. Photoluminesce
~PL!, Raman, and x-ray measurements are exploited to m
tor strain. Results from GaN homoepitaxy are used to ob
a zero strain calibration and the lattice parameters of
most perfect GaN films.

II. STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS FOR COEXISTING
HYDROSTATIC AND BIAXIAL STRAIN FIELDS

Principally, all necessary stress-strain relations
uniaxial, biaxial, and hydrostatic compression or tension
17 745 © 1996 The American Physical Society



17 746 54C. KISIELOWSKI et al.
TABLE I. Anisotropic and isotropic elastic constants considered in this paper. References are indicated.B is the bulk modulus,E is the
Young modulus,n is the Poisson ratio. The listed isotropic elastic constants were calculated in the Voigt average~Ref. 36! from theci j . Our
best estimatuion of the experimentally determined isotropic elastic constants and of lattice parameters of GaN are listed too.

Anisotropic Isotropic Ref.

c11 c12 c13 c33 c44 B E n
296 130 158 267 24 190 148 0.37 12
396 144 64 476 91 201 314 0.24 13
369 94.2 66.7 397 118 180 324 0.20 14
390 145 106 398 105 210 305 0.26 15
Experimental values 200620 290 0.2360.06 15–18
Lattice constants~nm! a50.318 7860.000 03 c50.518 5060.000 02 18
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be obtained if the elastic constants of GaN were kno
within reasonable limits. However, this is not the case
GaN. Table I lists the published anisotropic elastic consta
that vary greatly. For example, Detchprohmet al.16 showed
that for biaxial strain the ratio«c/«a is given by
2s11/(s111s12) where «c and «a are the strains along th
GaNa andc axes and thesi j are the elastic compliances. I
terms of elastic constants the ratio reads«c/«a522c13/c33.
Numerically, the different elastic constants from Table I gi
values«c/«a521.18,12 20.27,13 20.33,14 and20.53 ~Ref.
15! that vary by a factor of 4.

In contrast, the isotropic elastic constants can be de
mined within moderate uncertainties. We review literatu
data to find values for the bulk modulusB and the Poisson
ratio n. A bulk modulusB5200620 GPa can readily be
extracted from recent publications.17,18 The Poisson ratio is
related to the quotient«c/«a5[(c2c0)/c0]/[( a2a0)/a0].
Here,a andc are the strained lattice constants of GaN a
a0, c0 are reference values for stoichiometric and defect-f
GaN crystals. To our knowledge, recent lattice parame
measurements of homoepitaxially grown GaN films18 pro-
vide the most reliable valuesa0 andc0. They are listed in
Table I. These numbers are used to calculate«c/«a from
lattice parameter measurements published in Refs. 9, 16,
17. Figure 1 summarizes the results. We find valu
1.5.«c/«a.21.5. Also, very few data exhibit value

FIG. 1. Evaluation of literature data«c/«a . References are
given. A mean value«c/«a is calculated from samples that exhibit
large biaxial stress. It can be seen that the literature data ex
both limits given by a pure hydrostatic strain and a dominant bia
strain. The values are influenced by doping and by the rate at w
the GaN films are grown.
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0,«c/«a,20.5 that one would expect if«c/«a would equal
the Poisson ratio. In fact, values«c/«a from biaxially
strained films are sometimes confused with the Pois
ratio.19 If the films were biaxially strained only, one woul
expect a constant value«c/«a . If we make the crucial as-
sumption that in samples with a dominant biaxial strain16,17

the different hydrostatic strain components average to zer
mean value«c/«a520.660.2 is calculated from Fig. 1. This
number will be used to determine the Poisson ratio. Thus,
reviewed strain ratios exceed both the limit given by a h
drostatic compression~«c/«a51! and the limit given by a
dominant biaxial strain. On the other hand, the data fr
Ref. 9 in Fig. 1 show that the growth rate or the doping w
1020 cm23 of Zn initiates the changes in«c/«a . Thus, it
seems that nonstoichiometric growth or the incorporation
atoms that differ in size from the Ga and the N atom cau
the deviation of«c/«a from a constant mean value that w
expect only if the samples were biaxially strained.

Therefore, we choose to describe the coexistence o
biaxial and a hydrostatic strain field in terms of isotrop
elastic theory. In this approximation the relation betwe
stress and strain is20

« i5E21@s i2n~s j1sk!#, ~1!

where i , j ,k label the stresses and the strains in the ba
planea, b and along thec axis. Shear components are n
glected. In case of hydrostatic pressure (sa5sb5sc5sp)
Eq. ~1! reduces to

«p5E21sp~122n!, ~2!

and the ratio« i /« j is one. For the case of a biaxial stress
the basal plane~sa5sb , sc50! the relations are

«a5E21sa~12n!, ~3a!

«c52E21sa2n, ~3b!

«c /«a522n/~12n!. ~3c!

It is clear from Eq.~3c! that for a biaxial stress the measure
lattice constantsc anda are related to the Poisson ratio b
[(c2c0)/c0]/[( a2a0)/a0]522n/~12n!. We use the value
«c/«a50.660.2 from Fig. 1 to determinen50.2360.06.

Strain induced by substitutional point defects can be
troduced into the model considering Vegard’s law that c
be expressed by the equation
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54 17 747STRAIN-RELATED PHENOMENA IN GaN THIN FILMS
«5bC, ~4a!

with Dc/c05Da/a05«, C is the concentration of point de
fects and an expansion~contraction! coefficientb that was
derived to be21

b51/3@12~r s /r h!
3#N21. ~4b!

Here,N is the concentration of lattice sites of the host mat
~8.831022 cm23 Ga1N sites in GaN!, r h is the covalent
tetrahedral radius of host atoms andr s is the radius of solute
atoms. Numerical values were given by Pauling22 and they
neglect lattice relaxation effects and the ionicity of the co
stituents. The strain described by Eqs.~3! and ~4! can be
linearly superimposed to give the effective strain valu
«c,eff5@c2(c02Dc)#/(c02Dc) and «a,eff5@a2(a02Da)#/(a0
2Da) that can be rewritten in the form

«c5~12bC!~122nsa /E!21, ~5a!

«a5~12bC!@11~12n!sa /E#21. ~5b!

Equations~5! allow us to calculate the strain in the Ga
films for varying biaxial stress if point defects of a give
concentration are present. In Fig. 2~a! examples are given fo
the common substitution SiGa ~rSi50.117 nm, rGa50.126
nm! and for the two extreme substitutions GaN ~rN50.07
nm! and NGa. The elastic constants determine the slope
the lines and the incorporation of point defects induce
parallel line displacement. In addition, the largely differe
covalent radii of the Ga and the N atoms can easily ca
changes of«c in the 10

23 range if the material is nonstoichio
metric. Figure 2~b! depicts that «c/«a reaches values
21.5,«c/«a,1.5 that exceed the limits of pure hydrosta
or pure biaxial strain and compare well with Fig. 1. Thu
«c/«a greatly depends on the amount of biaxial stress,
concentration of impurities and the ratior s/r h .

This work experimentally accesses such strain rela
phenomena by measuring the resulting stresses by PL an
Raman spectroscopy and the strains by x-ray diffraction.

III. EXPERIMENT

The 5-K PL was excited at 325 nm by a HeCd las
analyzed by a double monochromator, and detected b
lock-in amplifier. The 50-mW laser-excitation power w
kept constant to provide comparable results. In this pa
the crystalline quality of the GaN films is characterized
the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the two crystal
x-ray rocking curves. We have not attempted to extract
fect concentrations from these values. Instead, we use
increasing FWHM as an indication for the degradation of
crystalline quality.c-lattice constants were measured with
Siemens D-5000 diffractometer equipped with a four bou
Ge monochromator and a four circle translation capabil
Unpolarized, local Raman measurements were performe
room temperature by focusing a 488-nm laser beam t
1-mm spot on the sample and detecting the back-scatt
light.

Samples grown by three different methods are conside
in this study.

~1! GaN films of;0.5mm thickness were grown by MBE
at 675 °C. Heteroepitaxy was performed on SiC and on s
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phire c~0001! planes, homoepitaxy on bulk GaN.23,24 The
films were undoped andn-type ~1016–1019 cm23!. Typical
impurities are H, C, and O that can be present in concen
tions as large as 1019 cm23. Low-temperature~LT! GaN
buffer layers were typically grown around 500 °C.

~2! The two investigatedn-type metal-organic chemical
vapor deposition~MOCVD! films were deposited at 1030 °C
on AlN buffer layers. They were 3–5mm thick and grown
on sapphirea~11-20!-plane substrates. One of the samp
was undoped and the other one doped with Si~331018

cm23!.25

~3! n-type,;3 mm-thick MOCVD films were also depos
ited above 1000 °C. In one case a LT GaN buffer layer w
deposited on sapphire26 and in other experiments SiC
c-plane substrates were used.
We observed cracks in none of the investigated thin film

FIG. 2. ~a! Calculated dependence of«c on the biaxial stresssa

for selected point defects of the given concentration. Eq.~5a! was
used. It can be seen that the coexisting hydrostatic and biaxial s
fields induce a parallel displacement of the lines that is positiv
the size of the impurities exceeds the size of the host atom.
slope of the lines is determined solely by the elastic constants~b!
Calculated dependence of«c/«a on the biaxial stresssa for the
selected point defects of the given concentration. Equations~5!
were used. It can be seen that the coexisting hydrostatic and bi
strain fields easily induce changes21.5,«c/«a,1.5. A comparison
with Fig. 1 directly reveals that the observed experimental scatte
explained by this effect. Numbers depend on the size of the at
and their concentration. In case of a stoichiometric and undo
crystal one would expect a constant value that was chosen to b
because of the results presented in Fig. 1. This value is relate
the Poisson ratio by Eq.~3c!.
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A. Photoluminescence and Raman studies

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the near-band-edge PL spec
of GaN grown on SiC and on sapphire. A collective displa
ment of the PL lines up to 30 meV can be seen. It is large
GaN is grown on sapphire. Since the lines tend to broa
with increasing FWHM of the films, they overlap at som
point in the case of growth on SiC. In such a situation
determined the line position by fitting two Lorentzian lines
the data. In Fig. 3~c! we compare the PL spectrum of bulk
grown GaN with the one of a homoepitaxial film.24 The dif-
ferences are remarkable. While the MBE-grown film exhib
a sharp donor bound exciton and negligible yellow lumin
cence, the 2.3-eV luminescence dominates greatly in b
GaN and the band-edge luminescence is blueshifted
weak. TEM reveals a low dislocation density~,107 cm22! in
the homoepitaxial film and no detectable dislocations in
bulk material near the substrate/film interface.27

The energetic position of the near-band-edge exctiton
plotted versus the FWHM of the x-ray rocking curves
GaN films grown on SiC with a LT GaN buffer layer in Fig
4~a!. The linear regression to the data emphasizes that
line displacements are not statistical but a collective shift t
is attributed to the presence of stress. It is noted that
yellow luminescence band shifts even stronger but those
will be evaluated elsewhere. For comparison, the position
the donor-bound exciton in a homoepitaxially grown sam
is plotted too, because it provides a calibration for strain-f
growth: PL energies of the donor-bound excitons sma
than 3.467 eV indicate the presence of tensile stress, la
values indicate that the films are compressed.

In Fig. 4~b! we evaluate the PL data obtained from film
grown on sapphire substrates with different buffer layers
can be seen that the growth of a LT GaN buffer layer lead
an effective strain relaxation that is almost independent
the defect density and the growth method. In contrast, M
growth of GaN films without buffer layers introduces larg
tensile stresses into films of poor crystalline quali
MOCVD growth on an AlN buffer layer introduces larg
compressive stresses. In these particular films, part of
large compressive stress could be caused by the larger la
mismatch of the sapphirea planes~20%! compared with the
growth onc planes that was used for the orientation of t
substrates in all other cases. However, the near-band-
PL lines of thin GaN films~,10 mm! grown on sapphirec
planes with AlN buffer layers also appear at energies as la
as 3.48–3.49 eV as documented in an earlier study.28 Thus,
the growth on an AlN buffer layer may introduce larg
stresses than the growth on a LT GaN buffer layer in spite
the similar growth temperature~;1030 °C!. Since in addi-
tion the MBE growth on an LT GaN buffer layer proceeds
only 675 °C, yet results in a similarly low-strained GaN film
we conclude that, beside the different thermal expansion
efficients of GaN and sapphire, details of the buffer-lay
growth must modify the stress in the GaN films greatly.

There are several sources that can cause confusion as
physical identification of PL transitions and the origin
their shift: different donor-bound excitons have been o
served in the near-band-edge region;29,30 free-excitonic tran-
sitions are commonly observed;5,29,30the near-band-edge P
line shifts can be caused by the Burstein-Moss effect ra
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FIG. 3. ~a! 5-K PL spectra of GaN films on SiC. LT GaN buffe
layers were grown. A collective displacement of the PL lines
;10 meV is seen. The x-ray FWHM characterizes the crystall
quality of the films. There is a tendency that films grown on S
exhibit a redshift of the PL lines.~b! 5-K PL spectra of MBE-grown
GaN films on sapphire. No buffer layers were grown. A collecti
displacement of the PL lines by;30 meV is seen. There is a ten
dency that films grown on sapphire exhibit a blueshift of the
lines. ~c! 5-K PL spectra of a homoepitaxially MBE-grown Ga
film on bulk GaN. The thin film exhibits almost only donor-boun
excitonic transitions and very weak yellow luminescence that,
contrast, dominates the PL spectrum of the bulk crystal. A la
blueshift of the weak near-band-edge luminescence is observe
bulk GaN. Out of all investigated crystals, only the bulk crysta
exhibit a large blueshift of the near-band-edge PL that is cause
the largen doping ~;1020 cm23!.
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than by strain.31 Therefore, we support our assignment of t
PL line shifts to the presence of stress by performing Ram
measurements of theE2 Raman mode that is known to b
shifted by stress only.32 The three examples of Fig. 5 depi
the presence of a tensile stress in a film grown on SiC an
larger compressive stress in a GaN film grown on sapph
However, theE2 line position varies almost continuous
even if different samples were grown at the same temp

FIG. 4. ~a! Energetic position of the two PL transitions from
Fig. 1~a! observed in films with different crystalline quality tha
degrades with increasing FWHM of the x-ray rocking curves.
samples were grown on SiCc planes. LT GaN buffer layers wer
grown. The linear regression emphasizes the collective shift of
lines. Open symbols, donor-bound excitons; filled symbols, line
unknown origin; circles, MBE heteroepitaxy; square, MBE h
moepitaxy; triangles, MOCVD heteroepitaxy.~b! Energetic position
of the donor bound excitonic luminescence from Fig. 1~b! observed
in films with different crystalline quality that degrades with increa
ing FWHM of the x-ray rocking curves. The films were grown o
sapphire and typically onc planes. It is seen that the position of th
luminescence is determined by the choice of the buffer layers
greatly modifies the stress. Homoepitaxy provides a standard
stress-free growth. A redshift is caused by tensile stress and a
shift by compression. Open circles, MBE films grown on a LT G
buffer layer; filled circles, MBE films grown without a buffer laye
triangles, MOCVD-grown films on a LT GaN buffer layer from tw
different sources; filled square, homoepitaxially MBE-grown film
open squares, MOCVD films grown on sapphirea planes and on an
AlN buffer layer ~Ref. 16!. The undoped sample exhibits a larg
blueshift than the doped one~Si: 331018 cm23!.
n

a
e.

a-

ture. Again, the stress cannot exclusively be determined
the thermal expansion coefficients of the films and the s
strates. Moreover, theE2 Raman mode of homoepitaxiall
grown GaN and the investigated bulk grown GaN appear
an identical wave number of 566.2 cm21. We take this num-
ber as a reference for unstressed films. However, it is no
that the lattice constant of bulk GaN may locally vary18

which is why this identity can be accidental.
Next, a calibration of the Raman and the PL line shifts

established for stress-free, biaxially, and hydrostatica
stressed samples. Again, we assume that the homoepitax
MBE-grown GaN film deposited on bulk GaN is not biax
ally strained because of the identical thermal expansion
efficients of the film and the substrate. The donor bou
exciton energyE053.467 eV and theE2 Raman mode at
v05566.2 cm21 determine the calibration constan
k5E0/v056.1231023 eV cm. For biaxially stressed films
a relationE(sa)5kav(sa) is expected wheresa is a biaxial
stress. Therefore, we plot in Fig. 6 the energy position of
donor bound excitons versus the measured position of theE2
Raman mode for our samples that exhibit different amou
of shifts. A linear regression to the data yields the calibrat
constantka56.631023 eV cm. The scatter of the data in Fig
5 was found to be caused by lateral inhomogeneities in
GaN films. Finally, a hydrostatic pressuresp has been mea
sured to shift the E2 Raman mode byv5v013.6
cm21 GPa21 sp and the near-band-edge PL lines b
E5E0140 meV GPa21 sp .

33,34 The ratio kp540 meV
GPa21/3.6 cm21 GPa2151.1 1022 eV cm is the calibration
constant for the hydrostatic case. The relati
E(sp)5kpv(sp) is depicted in Fig. 6 too.kp is almost twice
as large as theka measured in our experiments. We assi

l

e
f

-

at
or
lue

FIG. 5. Position of theE2 Raman mode in bulk GaN single
crystals and in films grown on SiC and on sapphire. Homoepita
ally grown MBE films and bulk GaN exhibit a position of theE2
Raman mode at 566.2 cm21 ~stress-free standard!. The shifts of the
line position are caused by a tensile stress in the film grown on
and compressive one if grown on sapphire.
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this discrepancy to the biaxial nature of the stressessa in the
GaN films. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that most of the e
perimental data are influenced by both a hydrostatic an
biaxial strain component as one would expect from the
view of the data presented in Fig. 1.

Principally, the results presented in Fig. 6 allow for
extraction of differences between hydrostatic and biax
stresses by projecting the data points on each of the stra
lines. Figure 6 gives an example. It refers to the Si-dop
and undoped MOCVD-grown samples. It can be seen
both samples hold a similar amount of biaxial stresssa50.6
GPa. In contrast, the Si-doped sample exhibits a reductio
sp by less than 0.1 GPa.

Obviously, the procedure requires an absolute calibra
of the hydrostatic and biaxial stresses. This calibration
readily given for the hydrostatic pressure becausesp has
been measured to shift the PL lines by 40 meV GPa21 and
theE2 Raman mode by 3.6 cm

21 GPa21. The biaxial stress is
calibrated in the next section but the result is already in
cated in Fig. 6.

B. Absolute calibration of the biaxial stress

The PL and the Raman line shifts are compared w
c-lattice constant measurements in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. A
large scatter of the data can be seen. We expect that Eq.~3b!
is valid. A linear relation between the biaxial stresssa and
the Raman and PL line shifts is assumed:sa52Dv/kRa,a
andsa52DE/kPL,a . Here the negative sign accounts for
positive line shift that is induced by a negative~compressive!
stress.kRa,a andkPL,a are the absolute calibration constan
for the Raman shiftDv and the PL line shiftDE induced by
a biaxial stress. Thus, we expect the relations«c
5E212nDv/kRa,a and«c5E212nDE/kPL,a to be valid for

FIG. 6. Plot of the donor-bound PL energy versus the posit
of the E2 Raman mode. A linear regression to the data yields
calibration constantka56.6 1023 eV cm ~solid line!. The dashed
line is calculated from the known hydrostatic pressure depende
of the PL and the Raman lines~kp51.131022 eV cm!. The ho-
moepitaxial film ~open square! provides the calibration for the
stress-free case. The absolute stress calibration is given for
GPa. In the absence of experimental errors, a difference betw
the biaxial and the hydrostatic stress can be determined by th
dicated projections on the straight lines as indicated for the
MOCVD samples~squares!.
-
a
-

l
ht
d
at

of

n
is

i-

h

films with a dominant contribution of a biaxial stress to t
line shifts. A linear regression to those data in Fig. 7 that
not significantly deviate from a straight line yield
«c53.860.431024 cmDv and«c5~0.05960.006! eV21 DE
for the Raman and the PL measurements, respectively. It
be seen from Fig. 7 that both linear regressions closely ma
the zero calibration point given by the homoepitaxia
grown GaN films. A comparison with Fig. 2~a! reveals that
in this case all of the evaluated films are mainly biaxia
strained. On the other hand, the data which were exclu
from the regression can be described by parallel straight l
and their offset is attributed to an incorporation of point d
fects with tetrahedral covalent radii that are either smalle
larger than the radii of the host atoms@compare with Eq.~5a!
and with Fig. 2~b!#.

The slopes of the lines and the isotropic elastic consta
from Table I determinekRa,a

21 54.260.3 cm21 GPa21 and
kPL,a

21 52762 meV GPa21. The uncertainties inB andn are
neglected in the given error bars. The quotientkPL,a /kRa,a
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FIG. 7. ~a! Plot of (c2c0)/c0 versus the Raman shift of theE2
mode. A positive Raman shift indicates compressive~negative!
stress. The bold straight line is fitted to achieve an absolute cali
tion of the biaxial stress. Data close to the thin lines were exclu
from fitting. The parallel displacement of such data points is attr
uted to large hydrostatic strain fields caused by point defects
positive line displacement is caused by the larger size of so
atoms compared with host atoms (r s.r h). Filled circles, this work.
Filled squares, data extracted from Ref. 19. Open square, homo
taxial MBE growth.~b! Plot of (c2c0)/c0 versus the shift of the
excitonic luminescence. The plot compares with~a!.
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56.631023 eV cm equalska56.631023 eV cm that was
determined from Fig. 5. Thus, we obtained consistency
tween the quotient of the absolute calibration consta
kPL,a /kRa,a obtained from x-ray measurements with the re
tive calibration constantka deduced from the direct compar
son of the PL and Raman measurements. In particular,
valueskPL,a

21 andkRa,a
21 scale the biaxial strain in Fig. 6 abso

lutely.

C. PL intensity measurements

Further evidence for a varying concentration of point d
fects in the investigated samples comes from intensity m
surements. The intensity ratio of the yellow luminescen
band at 2.3 eV and the near-band-edge luminescence o
GaN films is analyzed. These luminescence lines are of
cial interest because of their possible relation to the prese
of native point defects.10,34 The lines are observed in bulk
MBE-, and MOCVD-grown samples. This supports the
trinsic character of the defects that give rise to the PL lin
Figure 8 reveals that their ratio varies the most in the cas
high-quality GaN films~FWHM,10 arc min!: in homoepi-
taxially MBE-grown GaN the yellow luminescence can dr
down to the detection limit or appear at medium ratios
pending on the growth conditions; in the MOCVD crysta
medium ratios were detected too; in bulk GaN the ratio is
largest. Thus, the defect introduction depends on growth
rameters. In crystals with poorer quality the ratio scatt
considerably also. On the average, however, it is smalle
the GaN films were grown on SiC. This was reported ear
for a growth series that compared GaN growth on SiC w
growth on sapphire.35 The average ratio drops with degra
ing crystalline quality. Therefore, the PL spectra of cryst
with very poor quality may also exhibit only near-band-ed
luminescence and no yellow luminescence band.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our experiments were triggered by the observed la
strain induced shifts of the near-band-edge PL that cau
confusion as to an identification of the involved transition
However, attempts to understand the phenomena soon
vealed serious limitations such as the inconsistency of
anisotropic elastic constants~Table I! or the unexpected
variation of the«c/«a values~Fig. 1! that does not chang
even if the films crack.16 In particular, it is the range of the
measured«c/«a ratios that made us doubt the common bel
that it is only the biaxial strain that is responsible for t
spectroscopic line shifts.

The presented model rationalizes the large scatter
«c/«a . We stress four facts. First, the anisotropic elastic c
stants can be compared with the experimentally deduced
tropic elastic constants by calculating the Poisson ratio,
Young (E) and the bulk (B) modulii in the Voigt average
from the anisotropic elastic constants36 ~z along thec axis
andx,y in the basal plane!. They are listed in Table I. It can
be seen that the data from Refs. 13 and 15 compare well
our values. Moreover, the ratio«c/«a522c13/c33 520.54
from Ref. 15 agrees closely with our isotropic estimati
«c/«a522n/(12n)520.610.2 extracted from Fig. 1
Thus, we find the best agreement of our isotropic ela
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constants with the anisotropic elastic constants from Ref.
Second, the factor@22n/~12n!# determines [(c2c0)/c0]/
[(a2a0)/a0] in the absence of point defects@Fig. 2~b!#. It is
the presence of nonstoichiometric defects or impurities t
makes«c/«a vary greatly. From Figs. 2~a! and 7 one could
expect that their concentration can exceed 1019 cm23. This
limits the accuracy to whichn can be determined by measu
ing the lattice constantsc and a of GaN thin films if the
stoichiometry is uncertain. Third, it is the unusual large d
ference of the covalent tetrahedral radii of Ga and N that
cause large changes of the lattice constants in case of a m
erate introduction of nonstoichiometric defects or impuritie
Finally, homoepitaxial growth of GaN recently provide
benchmark values for crucial parameters such as the
stress value for the donor-bound exciton5,24 and theE2 Ra-
man mode or for the reference lattice constantsa0 andc0.

16

The presented data analysis assumes a statistical flu
tion of the hydrostatic strain components that are induced
point defects in those samples that exhibit a dominant bia
stress. We calculate the mean value«c/«a520.610.2 and
the slopes in Fig. 6,«c53.860.4 1024 cm Dv and
«c50.05960.006 DE with this assumption. Its validity is
supported by the result of the linear regressions in Fig. 6
closely match the zero calibration point provided by h
moepitaxial growth. This would be difficult if the point de
fects in the investigated samples would induce a hydrost
strain that is not zero on the average.

At present, the proposed model allows for a qualitat
comparison with experimental data only, because of vari
reasons. First, any uncertainty in the isotropic elastic c
stants strongly modifies the given calibration constants. T
is demonstrated for the Raman calibration constantkRa,a in
Table II. The first line lists the values we consider best.
the second line we calculatedkRa,a with a Poisson ratio
n50.37 that is used in the literature~Table I!. It can be seen
that this 60% change ofn causeskRa,a to change by 160%. In
the third line we use the elastic constants from Ref.
kRa,a56.2 cm21 was reported there. It can be seen that
would calculate a comparably large value of 8.1 cm21 from
these elastic constants. Therefore, we conclude that it is
poor knowledge of the elastic constants that induces the l
est uncertainties. The experimental uncertainty inn50.23
60.06 provided in this paper still exceeds the uncertain
obtained from the measurements of Fig. 6 that givekRa,a
54.260.3 cm21 GPa21 andkPL,a

21 52762 meV GPa21 if we
neglect the uncertainties inn andB. Second, the calculation

TABLE II. A dependence of the Raman calibration fact
kRa,a on the isotropic elastic constants is given by Eq.~3b!. Here,
we evaluate the effect of different isotropic elastic constants on
Raman calibration factor. Typical values from literature are tak
For details see text.

Poisson
ratio

Bulk
modulus
~GPa!

Young
modulus
~GPa!

Raman
factor

@~GPa cm!21#

0.23 200 290 4.2
0.37 200 180 10.8
0.30 163 196 8.1
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of the lattice expansion/contraction induced by point defe
neglects lattice relaxation effects and the ionicity of the c
stituents. Thus, it will systematically overestimate the s
effect.

In Fig. 6 we show that a hydrostatic and a biaxial stre
can uniquely be determined from the PL and the Ram
measurements. Physically, we distinguish between them
cause the biaxial stress is induced through the substrate
the additional hydrostatic strain variations by the presenc
point defects. Principally, however, the biaxial stress can
decomposed into a hydrostatic stress and a uniaxial st
which is why the information about hydrostatic compone
of different origins is mixed in Fig. 6. Again modeling i
required to extract useful information. This problem will b
treated elsewhere because, at present, the poor quality o
GaN films causes broadening of the PL transitions a
thereby line superpositions that give rise to hardly contr
lable uncertainties which we expect to decrease rapidly w
improving crystal quality of the GaN films.

Our analysis does not explicitly address strain relaxat
processes that are induced by buffer layers or by disloca
networks. The lattice mismatch, the thermal strain and
effect of buffer layers and of dislocation networks on t
lattice relaxation are simply expected to modify measu
biaxial stresses. However, it is of practical importance
crystal growth to realize that the growth of a LT GaN buff
layer relaxed the stresses most efficently in our investiga
samples@Fig. 3~b!# for reasons that are currently under i
vestigation.

We focused our study on investigating the influence
point defects on the lattice parameters. Evidence for
modification of the biaxial strain comes from the large
varying values of«c and «c/«a in Figs. 1 and 7. Furthe
evidence is presented by measuring the intensity of the n
band-edge PL and the yellow luminescence~Fig. 8!. The
presence of these PL lines in extended defect-free area
bulk-grown GaN~Refs. 10 and 27! links them with point
defects or defect clusters that can be inhomogeneously
tributed if extended defects are present.27,38 Since they ap-
pear in all investigated samples, they seem to be of intrin
origin or related to a common impurity. Usually, it is th
strain field around dislocations with edge character that
teracts with point defects to form a Cotrell atmosphere36

Thus, the inhomogeneous distribution of the luminesce
intensity can be the result of either of the two processes
minimize the strain energy: either point defects are gette
around dislocations or they are preferentially formed dur
growth to locally or globally relaxed strain. Finally, it ha
recently been shown39 that the strain in the layers can eith
be changed by varying the III/V flux ratio during growth th
induces a compositional change or by modifying the biax
strain due to the growth of different buffer layers.

In conclusion, we show that in GaN thin films the supe
position of a hydrostatic and a biaxial strain field determin
the observed stress. A hydrostatic strain is induced by
presence of point defects and the biaxial strain by the gro
on lattice mismatched substrates with different thermal
ts
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pansion coefficients. The presence of both strain fields lim
the accuracy as to which elastic constants can be determ
A consistent description of PL, Raman, and x-ray-diffracti
measurement is presented that uses a best estimation o
bulk modulusB5200620 GPa and of the Poisson rat
n50.2360.06. Only one set of published anisotropic elas
constants15 agrees best with these isotropic elastic consta
Homoepitaxial growth of GaN provides calibration consta
for stress-free samples. A procedure to determine differen
between the biaxial and the hydrostatic stress from the
and Raman measurements is presented. In particular, we
that a biaxial stress of one GPa would shift theE2 Raman
mode by 4.260.3 cm21 GPa21 and the near-band-edge P
lines by 2762 meV GPa21. The dependence of these valu
on the isotropic elastic constants is given. Experimental e
dence is presented that indicates a varying concentratio
~native! point defects in the GaN films grown by differen
methods. A dependence of the biaxial stress on the bu
layer growth conditions and its modification by an inte
tional incorporation of~native! point defects seem to allow
for strain engineering of GaN films.
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FIG. 8. Intensity ratio of the yellow luminescence band and
donor bound near-band-edge PL lines in films with different cr
talline quality that degrades with increasing FWHM of the x-r
rocking curves. Filled squares, MBE-grown films on SiC and b
GaN. Filled circles, MBE-grown films on sapphire. Filled triangl
bulk GaN. Crossed squares, MOCVD films grown on sapphirea
planes.
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